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Trip Summary
April 25 - Sunday
Depart for Paris

April 26 - Monday
Arrive Paris
Transfer to Normandy
Tour of Giverny
Lunch at Logis Bord de Seine
Transfer to Hotel Barriere Le Normandy
Check in to Hotel Barrière Le Normandy - Normandy Barrière
Dinner at Ciros
Remainder of Evening at Leisure

April 27 - Tuesday
9:30 AM

Private Tour of Honfleur

12:30 PM

Lunch in a Bistro on the Harbor

2:30 PM

Calvados Distillery Tour
Dinner at Hotel Barrière Le Normandy Deauville

April 28 - Wednesday
Check out from Hotel Barrière Le Normandy Deauville
9:00 AM

Full-day Tour of D-Day Beaches

5:30 PM

Transfer to Chateau d'Audrieu
Check in to Hôtel Château d'Audrieu - Hôtel Château d'Audrieu
Dinner at Chateau d'Audrieu

April 29 - Thursday
8:00 AM

Tour of Mont-Saint-Michel
Lunch at Chateau de Bonnefontaine

4:00 PM

Transfer to Chateau d'Audrieu
Dinner at Chateau d'Audrieu

April 30 - Friday
9:30 AM

Private Tour of Bayeux
Lunch in Bayeux

2:30 PM

Tour of Chateau de Brecy Gardens

5:00 PM

Dinner at Chateau de Balleroy
Transfer to Chateau d'Audrieu

May 1 - Saturday
Check out from Château d'Audrieu
Transfer to Paris
Cooking Class en Route to Paris
Check in to Hôtel Lutetia - Hôtel Lutetia
Evening at Leisure
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May 2 - Sunday
9:00 AM

Paris - Day 1: Morning Food Tour of Le Marais
Lunch in the Ile de la Cite

2:30 PM

Tour of Ile de la Cité and Ile St Louis
Transfer to Hotel
Dinner at Brasserie Lipp

May 3 - Monday
9:00 AM

Paris - Day 2: Shopping at La Vallée Village
Lunch on Own
Transfer to Paris
Shopping at Le Bon Marche

5:00 PM

Transfer to Hotel
Evening at Leisure

May 4 - Tuesday
10:00 AM

Paris - Day 3: Morning at Musée d’Orsay

12:00 PM

Lunch on Own
Private Class at Van Cleef & Arpels Jewelry School

6:30 PM

Transfer to Hotel
Dinner on Your Own

May 5 - Wednesday
9:00 AM

Paris - Day 4: Jacquemart-André and Camondo Museums

1:00 PM

Lunch on Your Own
Afternoon at Leisure
Farewell Dinner

May 6 - Thursday
Check out from Hôtel Lutetia
Transfer to Airport
Depart Paris
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April 25 - Sunday
Depart for Paris
Group members will depart for Paris today. Individual schedules to be determined (TBD).

April 26 - Monday
Arrive Paris
Individual group members arrive Paris today. Schedules TBD.

Transfer to Normandy
Upon arrival into Paris, you will be welcomed by your host at arrivals, assisted with your luggage and escorted to your
coach for a private transfer to Normandy, with a stop at Giverny en route (~1hr 45min drive).

Tour of Giverny
Your guides will meet you at Giverny to take you on a private visit of Monet’s house and gardens.
The painter fell in love with the little village while he was looking out of a train window and decided to settle there and
rearrange the estate into a source of inspiration for his paintings. He worked extensively in his garden to create a floral
masterpiece with water, colors and reflection displays. The flower gardens come into its full bloom in April and May, with the
great hybrids, narcissi, daffodils, and tulips giving their full palette of colors.

Lunch at Logis Bord de Seine
After your tour, you'll have time for lunch at Logis Bord de Seine in a relaxing atmosphere, overlooking the river and the
beautiful chalk cliffs.
Lunch included. (wine included with lunch)

Transfer to Hotel Barriere Le Normandy
After lunch, your driver will take you to your hotel, Hotel Barrière Le Normandy (~2 hr drive).
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Check in to Hotel Barrière Le Normandy
Check in for your two night stay at Hotel Barrière Le Normandy in your pre-selected single or shared room. Breakfast
included daily.
With lightly woven Toile de Jouy fabrics highlighted by the wood of the half-timbering, Hôtel Le Normandy cultivates a
dazzling Anglo-Norman style just two hours from Paris.
The ribbed grain of the armchairs and comfortable beds shroud guests in a soft warmth. Cozy bars and chic brasseries
perpetuate the joyful Belle Epoque elegance.
Dive into the private pool, daydream on the Planches boardwalk, place a bet at the Casino and visit the American Film
Festival. Deauville is at your door.

Normandy Barrière
38 rue Jean Mermoz, Deauville, Basse-Normandie, FR, 14800
+33 2 31 98 66 22

Dinner at Ciros
Tonight you will dine at Ciros restaurant in the Hotel Barriere Le Normandy Deauville. Dinner included. (wine included with
dinner)
The only restaurant on the Planches boardwalk open in the evenings, Ciro's enjoys magnificent sunsets over the Channel.
Sheltered from the wind, savor seafood delights and seasonal vegetables on the beach's most coveted terrace.
Try Ciro's famous sole, grilled or meunière style. Let yourself be tempted by the Bouillabaisse Royale with sea bass and
langoustines. Excite your taste buds with the fillet of beef topped with port-glazed veal sweetbreads and foie gras
shavings.
On the beach, white napkins and wicker chairs provide the ideal setting for dishes which are as beautiful on the plate as
delicious on the palate. The staff, and musical entertainment on Fridays make the restaurant even more enjoyable.

Remainder of Evening at Leisure
Remainder of evening at leisure to settle in after your international journey.
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April 27 - Tuesday
9:30 AM
Private Tour of Honfleur
This morning, meet your driver at your hotel to depart for the town of Honfleur (~30 min. drive) to enjoy a private guided
walking tour of the town, a favorite over the centuries of artists (including Monet and Boudin) and romantics. The quaint
port is lined with period buildings covered in local slate and timbers, and framed by the masts of hundreds of small sailing
boats.

12:30 PM
Lunch in a Bistro on the Harbor
After the visit, enjoy lunch at a lovely bistro on the harbor in Honfleur serving traditional fare emblematic of the area. Lunch
included. (wine included with lunch)

2:30 PM
Calvados Distillery Tour
In the afternoon, head to a prestigious calvados distillery (~30 min. drive) in the heart of Pays d’Auge, a region known for
its charming villages of half-timbered houses, lush apple-tree pastures and artisanal farms, as well as its Route du Cidre
(cider route).
This route takes you through some of the region’s best producers of apple cider, poiré (pear cider), and, of course,
calvados apple brandy, an icon in Norman culture. You'll visit a local producer, see his impressive castle, a half-timbered
edifice built in the 16th century, and discover the distillery with its magnificent cellar, standing in a park among centennial
trees.
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Dinner at Hotel Barrière Le Normandy Deauville
Tonight's dinner will be in La Belle Epoch restaurant at Hotel Barrière Le Normandy.
Mahogany armchairs covered in velvet, fine china on the tables and sumptuous chandeliers on the ceiling make this an
idyllic setting to enjoy a catch from the Normandy coast or regional classics. Delight in perfectly cooked fish and refined
Normandy specialties in an incredibly elegant setting.
Dinner included. (wine included with dinner)

April 28 - Wednesday
Check out from Hotel Barrière Le Normandy Deauville

9:00 AM - Central European Summer Time
Full-day Tour of D-Day Beaches
This morning, meet your guides at your hotel to follow in the footsteps of Allied soldiers with a full-day tour of D-Day's
beaches and main landmarks.
Start your tour with a visit of the fascinating Arromanches (~1.5 hr. drive). Troops deliberately did not land at Arromanches
on D-Day itself, to leave the coast clear for a portable harbor (Mulberry Harbor) being tugged over from England to be put
in place. This harbor allowed supplies and reinforcement troops to land in the absence of an Allied-controlled port. During
its busiest week, more than 18,000 tonnes of goods were unloaded each day. The remains of this harbor can still be seen
at sea.
Time permitting, you might also visit Longues-sur-Mer to see the German defensive battery that was part of the Atlantic
Wall. You would see the fascinating four batteries, as well as looking over your steps from the morning with a magnificent
view of the Mulberry Harbour at Arromanches.
After your tour, head to the Château d'Asnières-en-Bessin (~45 min. drive), a castle in a delightful little village surrounded
by fields and small farms, where you will have a lovely lunch in the dining rooms or in the gardens if the weather permits.
Your guide will then take you to Omaha Beach (~15 min. drive), where so many Americans were lost. Right on top of the
beach, the American Cemetery stands witness to the sacrifices that went into overcoming the Nazi regime: 9,000 perfectly
aligned graves peacefully remind us of the young lives that were lost in this major battle for liberty.
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5:30 PM - Central European Summer Time
Transfer to Chateau d'Audrieu
At the end of the day, your driver will take you to your hotel Château d'Audrieu (30 min. drive).

Check in to Hôtel Château d'Audrieu
Check in for your three night stay at Chateau d'Audrieu in your pre-selected single or shared room. Breakfast included
daily.
Château d’Audrieu, located between Caen and Bayeux, offers the opportunity to travel back in time. This 18th century
edifice, listed as a historical monument, offers the warm welcome of a family home.
The elegantly proportioned château is set in an extensive 25 hectares of wooded grounds and gardens. Hesitate not a
minute longer, all the charms of Normandy await you at Audrieu!
The property cultivates a sizable kitchen garden, from which the chef personally harvests vegetables and herbs ranging
from beets, through cherry tomatoes, fennel, gherkins, green beans, and zucchini, to home grown raspberries and
strawberries. In celebration of Normandy’s traditions, the château also produces significant volumes of organic cider.

Hôtel Château d'Audrieu
Château d'Audrieu, Audrieu, Normandie, FR, 14250

Dinner at Chateau d'Audrieu
Tonight's dinner will be in one of Chateau d'Audrieu restaurants.
Dinner included. (wine included with dinner)
Since March 2009, Olivier Barbarin is in charge of the gastronomy of the Château d’Audrieu. By working closely with the
gardener of the property, the Chef creates a new menu every two months, in harmony with the seasonal products of the
vegetable garden.

April 29 - Thursday
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8:00 AM
Tour of Mont-Saint-Michel
This morning, meet your driver and guide to depart for the beautiful Mont-Saint-Michel (~2 hr. drive).
Enjoy your private visit of Mont Saint-Michel to see the main spots and discover the history of this medieval stronghold and
abbey.
Mont-Saint-Michel is one of Europe’s most unforgettable sights. Set in the mesmerizing bay where Normandy and Brittany
merge, the island draws the eye from great distances.
The staggering location has long inspired awe and the imagination. The story of how the mount turned into a great place of
Christian pilgrimage is colorful. Aubert, bishop of the nearby hilltop town of Avranches early in the 8th century, claimed that
the Archangel Michael himself pressured him into having a church built atop the island just out to sea.
From 966 onward, the dukes of Normandy, followed by French kings, supported the development of a major Benedictine
abbey on the Mont-Saint-Michel. Magnificent monastic buildings were added through medieval times, one vertiginous
section being nicknamed The Marvel. The abbey became a renowned center of learning, attracting some of the greatest
minds and manuscript illuminators in Europe.

Lunch at Chateau de Bonnefontaine
After your tour of Mont-Saint-Michele you'll transfer to Chateau de Bonnefontaine for lunch.
Sitting on the banks of the Couesnon, at the border between Normandy and Brittany, Bonnefontaine is a castle built by the
Chancellor of the Duchess Anne of Brittany in the late fifteenth century and modified over the centuries. L'Orangerie was
restored to welcome guests by letting them enjoy the view of the castle and its grounds.
Lunch included. (wine included with lunch)
Time permitting after lunch, you will enjoy a private tour of the castle or the park.

4:00 PM
Transfer to Chateau d'Audrieu
After your tour your driver will then take you back to your hotel (approx. 2 hr. drive).

Dinner at Chateau d'Audrieu
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Tonight's dinner will be in the garden at Chateau d'Audrieu.
Dinner included. (wine included with dinner)

April 30 - Friday
9:30 AM
Private Tour of Bayeux
This morning, meet your driver and guide at your hotel to depart for a tour of Bayeux (~30 min. drive).
Enjoy a walking tour of the small town and a visit to the Bayeux Museum. Built during the Roman Empire, Bayeux still holds
many remains of its particularly rich history, with medieval walls and churches, and most famously the great Tapestry
displayed in the town museum.
Woven in 1067 to record the epic campaign of William the Conqueror, this embroidered cloth of 230 feet long was hung
every year in the town for centuries on end. It became famous at the end of the 18th century when it was exhibited at the
Louvre and it is now one of the treasures of Normandy.

Lunch in Bayeux
Bayeux is filled with charming restaurants and bistros serving a sampling of Normandy's delightful specialties (mainly
involving cheese, cider, apples, terrine and seafood). Location to be determined.
Lunch included. (wine included with lunch)

2:30 PM
Tour of Chateau de Brecy Gardens
In the afternoon, you'll head to the Château de Brecy to enjoy a private tour of the magnificent and richly ornamented
Italian-style gardens.
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5:00 PM
Dinner at Chateau de Balleroy
This evening you'll experience a magical evening in Chateau de Balleroy, a magnificent 17th century castle whose
architecture inspired Versailles.
Built in 1631 by the architect François Mansart, the Château de Balleroy was owned by the Balleroy family until it was
purchased by Malcolm Forbes in 1970. The château was then fully restored and refurbished. Today, his four sons and his
daughter continue his work.
Your guide can take you for a tour of the gardens (cited by Philippe Thébaud as among the 300 prettiest gardens in France)
before enjoying your wonderful gala dinner.

Transfer to Chateau d'Audrieu
After dinner you'll transfer back to Chateau d'Audrieu.

May 1 - Saturday
Check out from Château d'Audrieu

Transfer to Paris
This morning, your driver will pick you up from your hotel to transfer to Paris.

Cooking Class en Route to Paris
On your way to Paris you'll stop for a very special cooking class with 3-star Michelin Chef Pascal at the home of Martha
Court.
French chef Pascal Barbot became independent at age twenty-seven. Five years later, he received a 19/20 in the Gault &
Millau, one of France’s first restaurant guides, and was selected as Best Chef.
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His restaurant, Astrance, won three Michelin stars in 2007 and has been at full occupancy for sixteen years running since
its opening. Barbot says that half the seats at the restaurant are occupied by regulars. From 2000 to 2016, amidst changing
trends in French cuisine, Barbot’s dishes continue to fascinate gourmets.
You'll enjoy a demonstration between 11:00 am and 1:00 pm followed by champagne and a seated tasting from 1:30 to
3:30 pm. (lunch and wine pairing included)

Check in to Hôtel Lutetia
Check in for your five night stay at Hotel Lutetia in your pre-selected single or shared room. Breakfast included daily.
Hotel Lutetia is an iconic landmark situated in the vibrant Saint-Germain-des-Prés area of Paris and the only luxury Palace
hotel on the city's Left Bank. Originally opened in 1910, the building's design was a daring move from art nouveau to the
emerging style of art deco.
The Lutetia delivers an authentic Parisian experience and has been at the heart of the local community for more than 100
years. The hotel now features an eclectic mix of restaurants, bars and lounges throughout the historical ground floor
including the return of the Lutetia Brasserie under the supervision of three Michelin starred chef Gerald Passedat. Unique
to the area, Akasha Holistic Wellbeing Centre, is Lutetia's spa dedicated to well being and fitness featuring a 17m
swimming pool bathed in natural daylight.
As one of the finest hotel’s in the history of Paris, classic and contemporary lives side by side and the latest stars to adopt
the Lutetia find inspiration in the hotel's storied past. This is the key to fashion icon Sonia Rykiel's redesign in the '80s.
Starting with her own shop in the hotel, she goes on to reclaim the Lutetia's art deco heritage in the rooms, brasserie and
Michelin-starred restaurant.
Not to be outdone, guests from sculptor Hiquily to filmmaker David Lynch design their own suites. The largest of these is,
not surprisingly, by Arman, celebrated creator of monumental sculptures. It becomes his pied-a-terre for two months of
each year, when he comes to Paris to oversee his foundry.

Hôtel Lutetia
45 boulevard Raspail, Paris, Île-de-France, FR, 75006
+33 1 49 54 46 46

Evening at Leisure
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After settling into your room, your group's host, Laura Kaufman, will take you on a stroll around your neighborhood
introducing you to the character and charm of the 6th Arrondisement. We suggest having a light dinner or dessert at one of
the wonderful cafés or bistros. (dinner on your own)
Spend the rest of the evening exploring and becoming part of the rhythm of daily life in the city which for centuries has
fascinated writers, poets, painters, lovers and travelers like yourself.

May 2 - Sunday
9:00 AM
Paris - Day 1: Morning Food Tour of Le Marais
This morning, your drivers and guides will meet you at your hotel to depart for a gourmet food tour of Le Marais. First, you'll
visit a renowned boulangerie (bakery) where you will taste different breads, from dense whole grain to white flour
baguettes.
Then you'll be taken to a very typical fromagerie (or cheese shop) where you will taste several different kinds and
understand the processes that distinguish each of France's 500 types of cheese.
Finally, enjoy some sweet delicacies such as chocolate, macaroons and other tempting pastries.

Lunch in the Ile de la Cite
After your morning tour you will have time for your included lunch (wine included) at a lovely bistro facing the Ile de la Cité.

2:30 PM
Tour of Ile de la Cité and Ile St Louis
After lunch, you'll take a tour focusing on Ile de la Cité and Ile St Louis, the two islands in the middle of the Seine River.
There, you can still admire there some of the oldest houses in Paris, as well as iconic monuments such as Notre Dame
Cathedral (though it is tragically closed to the public), but also the Sainte Chapelle, another gem of Gothic architecture with
gorgeous stained-glass windows.
The chapel was built to house precious Christian relics and was part of the Palais de la Cité that was the residence of the
Kings of France from the 6th to the 14th century.
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Transfer to Hotel
After your tour, you will be taken back to your hotel.

Dinner at Brasserie Lipp
Tonight's dinner is scheduled for Brasserie Lipp.
With 137 years in business, LIPP is a four-lettered institution in the heart of Saint Germain. Even without knowing its
famous clientele, you can feel the history with all four senses when you walk through the doors.
A classic brasserie aesthetic with antique mosaics, wall to wall mirrors, and leather benches. Tables snake the walls, each
with pressed white linen tablecloths, pristine cutlery and fine glassware. Not a water stain in sight. In terms of looks, it's not
much changed since the bohemian days of the Rive Gauche.
Likewise, the service - with flair but finesse - creates a huge part of the atmosphere. These mature waiters (average job
length is 19 years) are LIPP’s gatekeepers - who know the menu back to front and the intricacies of every dish by heart.
Dinner included. (wine included with dinner)

May 3 - Monday
9:00 AM
Paris - Day 2: Shopping at La Vallée Village
This morning, meet your host and your driver at your hotel to depart for La Vallée Village (~40 min. drive from Paris).
La Vallée Village, something extraordinary every day—home to more than 120 boutiques from some of the most exciting
French and international designers, all offering discounts off previous seasons’ collections, year round.
The Village guarantees the most memorable of shopping days, with five-star hospitality to make your visit extraordinary.

Lunch on Own
You'll have time for lunch on your own before departing La Vallee Village at one of the options for every hungry shopper.
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Transfer to Paris
After lunch you'll transfer back to Paris.

Shopping at Le Bon Marche
In the afternoon, you'll finish your day of shopping at Le Bon Marché. This large department store, founded in the 19th
century, offers a cultural experience steeped in history and elegance, as well as high-end merchandise.

5:00 PM
Transfer to Hotel
At the end of your day of shopping, your driver will drop you at your hotel.

Evening at Leisure
Evening at leisure. A great opportunity to discover a local bistro serving traditional dishes that are emblematic of Paris
dining. (dinner on your own)

May 4 - Tuesday
10:00 AM
Paris - Day 3: Morning at Musée d’Orsay
This morning your guides will pick you up to depart for a visit of the Musée d’Orsay.
The Orsay Museum is a former railway station, now holding the largest collection of Impressionist and Post-Impressionist
paintings in the world—including works by artists such as Monet, Sisley, Van Gogh, Renoir, Matisse, Pissarro, Degas,
Manet, and Cezanne.

12:00 PM
Lunch on Own
After your tour, enjoy lunch on your own arrangements.

Private Class at Van Cleef & Arpels Jewelry School
This afternoon, enjoy a private class at Van Cleef & Arpels Jewelry School.
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As the first school to initiate the public into the secrets of the jewelry world, L'École des Arts Joailliers (the School of
Jewelry Arts) is for everyone! L'École offers initiation courses, with hands-on experience to all who want to learn and
become an enlightened amateur.
To maintain a small workshop size, you will be divided into two groups. While the first group is in their workshop the other
group can visit shops in the neighboring area. (Louis Vuitton, Chanel Paris, Cartier and Alexander McQueen)
it’s easy to walk from one place to another, go for a stroll, or sit down in a little café and watch life go by.
1:45 pm: The first group will be welcomed before having a private workshop to create their own jewel. You'll learn about
the exquisite artisanal art of Japanese Urushi Lacquer, and try your hand by making your own lacquered butterfly, with the
help of the School’s Lacquer Master.
4:15 pm: Workshop with the second group.

6:30 PM
Transfer to Hotel
After your jewelry making workshop, your drivers will take you back to your hotel.

Dinner on Your Own
This evening is at leisure to enjoy dinner on your own. Restaurant recommendations will be provided.

May 5 - Wednesday
9:00 AM
Paris - Day 4: Jacquemart-André and Camondo Museums
This morning, meet your guides at your hotel to depart for two of Paris's smaller and lesser-known museums, JacquemartAndré and Camondo.
Jacquemart-André Museum
Edouard André, a 19th century collector, and his wife Nélie Jacquemart, a renowned portrait artist, traveled across Europe
and the East to acquire rare works of art and furniture.
The collections are some of the most remarkable in France: works from Flemish and German schools, detached frescoes,
refined furniture and tapestries also find their place on the ground floor of the house. But Nélie Jacquemart devoted most of
her attention to the Renaissance period in Florence and Venice. The first floor of their magnificent 19th century mansion is
devoted to Italian art during this period.
Camondo Museum
The Count de Camondo, a rich banker from the early 20th century, was so passionate about the 18th century that he had a
private mansion built in the style of Versailles’ Petit Trianon, with special designs to accommodate the objets d’art that he
had already collected. Admire Aubusson tapestries, canvases by Élisabeth Vigée-Lebrun or items that once belonged to
Marie-Antoinette.
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1:00 PM
Lunch on Your Own
After your museum visit, your drivers will drop you off at your hotel or at the restaurant of your choice.

Afternoon at Leisure
Afternoon at leisure (on your own) to explore some of the best shops in Paris including Les Puces de Montreuil flea market,
the Boulevard Haussmann department stores, get history served with your wine at Les Caves Auge or try on vintage
couture at Didier Ludot.

Farewell Dinner
This evening, enjoy your gala farewell dinner at the Cercle de l’Union Interalliée.
This historical 18th century private mansion and prestigious private social clubhouse was established in 1917 as the Hotel
Henri de Rothschild (same time as the United States official entrance into World War I).
A harbor of peace in the heart of Paris, with its magnificent salons, its splendid gardens, its contemporary sports complex,
its quality cuisine and its rich century-old history, it helps maintain the art of fine living French-style and as a result, France's
influence. The clubhouse continues to energize and to cater to the social life of elite Parisian families.
Dinner included. (wine included with dinner)

May 6 - Thursday
Check out from Hôtel Lutetia

Transfer to Airport
Transfer from the Hotel Lutetia to the airport. Schedules TBD based on flight departure times.

Depart Paris
Group departs Paris today for home. Flight schedules TBD.

Important Information
Included with Land Package







10 night Normandy and Paris accommodations, tours and meal package
Hotel accommodations as stated (Single or Shared Double Superior Rooms assigned run of
the house – based on availability)
Transfers as stated
Private guide services, tours, activities and entrance fees for tours as listed - led by Englishspeaking local experts
Meals included in Normandy and Paris as stated
o
o
o
o



10 breakfasts, 7 lunches, 7 dinners
Cooking class with 3-star Michelin Chef Pascal Barbot at the home of Martha Court, with wine
pairing
Lunches and dinners include wine – other adult beverages are on own
All gratuities with meals

Gratuities for guides, drivers and hotel porterage

Not included














International air fare not included – fares will be quoted in June 2020
Lunches and dinners listed as on your own
Transfers not specified in the itinerary
Early arrival or post Land Package hotels, transfers, tours, meals or activities
Any suggested or optional activities such as tours, excursions or spa services
Cost of obtaining passports or visas
Cost of any required or recommended vaccinations or other health precautions
Personal expenses, services and purchases
Telephone, Fax and Internet charges unless stated
Laundry services
Baggage charges for airlines or excess charges
Trip insurance is not included but will be offered with final itinerary

MSGC France 2021 Trip – Land Package
This trip is capped at 20 guests total. Pricing and payment information are as follows.

Single Room occupancy – $9,925.00 per person
Deposit
Final payment

$4,962.50 – due at sign up
$4,962.50 – due Sept. 15, 2020

Double Room occupancy – $7,985.00 per person
Deposit
Final payment

$3,992.50 – due at sign up
$3,992.50 – due Sept. 15, 2020

Deposits

Deposits and final payments will be paid directly to The Marianne Scruggs Garden Club at
sign up and are required at time of booking to confirm your reservation space.
Final payments

The remainder of the cost of your Land Package is due on September 15, 2020.

